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Some random pages inside
Important: do not remove connections from inputs 3 or 4 at any time whilst
Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 is in operation. To do so may cause irreversible side
effects in user. See section 9.7 for further details in precautions against
psychosis and ‘Fernando’s syndrome.’
Diagram 2.6 shows typical configuration with a standard filter comb and an RGB
generator leading to domestic VCR. To ensure proper sync functions with most
available domestic filter combs, use the dropdown preference menus as
described in chapter 7.
Diagram 3.1 shows an ideal alignment of the Scooper Crown™ on an average
human skull. Receptors A through D are positioned in the region of parietal
lobes, receptors H through K upon the frontal lobes. Receptor E through G are
centred along the central fuse of the occipital lobe, and the separate TIMER
RECEPTION PLUG is to be attached to the section of the temporal lobe most
likely to scan in the individual user (SEE DIAGRAMS IN SECTION 33 FOR
MORE INFORMATION ON LOCATING YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL TEMPORAL
HOTSPOT.)

N.b. The Dreamspoom™ HXZZ2100 is a NON-VOLATIVE subconscious image
extraction system, with a CROSS LATERAL MATRIX. As such it should not be
combined with any LATERAL MATRIX S.I.E.S. device. Any such connection
would risk a TOTAL NEURONE-BASED SLAM (see subsection 43.11.)
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Use of aluminium and copper-based AMBISONIC GOLD connecting cables will
produce the optimum clean, sharp image, leading to maximum enjoyment of your
dreams.
IMPORTANT: DO NOT CONNECT the Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 to any nonregulated “neural-heavy” perception filter. These devices are ILLEGAL and
Ambisonics Inc. accepts no responsibility for any left-brain explosion caused by
such a combination of devices.

To Ensure the Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 is calibrated for the correct depth of
field:
1) Take the LINK PIPE 40 provided with the home installation pack.
2) If connecting the Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 for the first time, simply
switch the Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 on and it will display a type 12
installation menu. If not connecting the Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 for the
first time, (for instance, if installing within a different property) then hold the
RECORD and STOP buttons down for 10 seconds whilst turning the
MAINS POWER ON AT THE WALL.
3) On the type 12 installation menu, choose CALLIBRATE WITH PIPE.
4) When prompted, move around area you wish to cover, waving the PIPE.
Make sure you cover all areas desired, eg lofts, garages, garret rooms,
greenhouses or sheds.
5) The PIPE will beep if it registers an unacceptable extremity.
6) The PIPE will beep TWICE if it registers an unregistered or ancillary
Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 device.
7) The PIPE will beep THREE TIMES if it detects a JENDRILL’S WHORL
(see page 7.)

HOW YOUR Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 DETECTS THE BEGINNING AND END
OF DREAMS:
There are 2 ways of initialising a recording using your Dreamspoon™
HXZZ2100.
OPTION A:
R.E.M. TRIP (Choose REM TRIP on the REC OPTION page of PREFERENCES
menu)
R.E.M. trip uses critical fluctuations in rapid eye movement to trigger a recording
function on your Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100. For this option, you will need to use
the eyelid sensor taps provided with your home installation pack (see section 3
for instructions on how to slide the taps beneath your eyelids painlessly.)
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OPTION B:
ELECTRICAL ACTIVATION – also known as GANGLION SLIDE TRIGGER
(Choose ELEC ACTIV on the REC OPTION page of PREFERENCES menu)
Electrical activation senses what neuro-leisure technicians call a ‘wrapping’ of the
temporal lobe. If the temporal lobe ‘wraps’ at any point during the 4
internationally recognised stages of sleep (see Appendix 2) then the ‘blind
silicone’ implant of the TIMER RECEPTION PLUG sends a minute electrical
pulse to the EXT LINK of the Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100.
WARNING: use of the ELEC ACTIV method is not recommended when running
the Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 on BATTERY OPTION. In certain isolated
circumstances, it can lead to a FEEDBACK CHARGE which in extreme
circumstances can result in BRAINFUDGE.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Problem:

Dreams are fuzzy, indistinct and / or the colours are bleeding.

Solution:
Ambisonics Inc. can accept no responsibility for the aesthetic
qualities of your own personal unconscious images. We suggest boosting the
image profile by purchasing a HEADSPACE plug-in for your Dreamspoon™
HXZZ2100’s oscillator bank. Alternatively, try tuning the Dreamspoon™
HXZZ2100 to your own subconscious by falling asleep* and having a friend scan
your output. This is best done using the MANUAL SCAN option on the
QUALITIES tab of the preference menu (see page 13.)
*n.b. do not attempt this whilst driving or operating heavy machinery.

Problem:
Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 occasionally makes a strange noise
whilst in REC STANDBY mode (the noise is like a low growling, or a grating
metallic sound.)
Solution:
This is quite common in S.I.E.S technology, and nothing to be
concerned about. It is simply a residual pump.
Problem:
Dreams often do not record, or only record in part, sometimes
ending before they reach a conclusion.
Solution:
Ambisonics Inc. cannot be held responsible for the narrative or nonnarrative nature of your dreams, and any inexplicable or unexpected
developments within them. Have you tried calibrating the EXT LINK sensitivity
(see page 3) or cutting down on your intake of dairy products?
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Problem:
Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 has recorded something abstract or
vague (common phenomena include: a single wash of colour; a large, static
numeral; a continuous distorted monotone beeping.)
Solution:
Ambisonics Inc. can accept no responsibility for the aesthetic
qualities of your own personal unconscious. If your dreams are unsatisfying or
dull, you might like to increase your chances of encountering interesting stimuli
by leading a different lifestyle whilst awake, either a) temporarily or b)
permanently.
Problem:
In some of my more pleasant dreams, the edges of the images
recorded by the Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 look as though they have been
mauled by a terrible beast, or chewed at and scratched away by a large cat.
Solution:
This is a very common problem amongst users and we are working
on potential fixes for future firmware releases. Please check the Ambisonics
website regularly.
Problem:

The Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 is on fire.

Solution:

Contact the emergency services as soon as possible.

HOW YOUR Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 CAPTURES SUBCONCIOUS IMAGES
AS EASILY VIEWABLE RECORDINGS (PAL / NTSC)

•

•

•

•

Neurons fire in the individual synapses of the brain, at incredible speed. The
Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 has a bio-electrical speedscan multi-view interface
connected to a 24-bit graphics analyser, which can process integral
colourfield profile images across specific vectors of approximately 17 million
megabytes to every pass.
These are then fed through six dual-action YERGIS Ball-Chip™ motors, each
one forward-generating and fast-backing a different component element of
the image (eg. size, speed, height, age) in order to animate the neural ‘flash’
it in a way the conscious eye is more likely to recognise.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? Well, as an example, imagine you dream of a
polar bear: without the Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100’s processors, the bear
would actually appear to the conscious eye inaccurately: as, say, a tankard,
or a missing floorboard. The same applies to sounds and actions: a bird
playing a grey banjo seems like an entire weekend hanging upside-down in
the centre of a deserted restaurant owned by David Bowie – you can see the
obvious connections, but the sense is imprecise.
At Ambisonic HQ, neuro-leisure technicians and researchers have spent
years mapping the autolinguistic switches that immediate memory imposes
upon the dream image, changing it fundamentally. The Dreamspoon™
HXZZ2100 now has a conversion grid of over 780 billion billion cross-
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•
•

references: including feelings, words, places, and famous historical persons
such as Hitler and King Henry VIII.
Once processed, images are recorded to VHS in the same manner as you
would a television programme, or home video.
If all of this seems confusing and technical, imagine a life without the
Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100: you’d have to remember dreams all on your own,
and imagine how much effort that would take!!!

A FEW NOTES ON THE WIRELESS CAPABILITIES OF YOUR Dreamspoon™
HXZZ2100 DEVICE.
Once you have calibrated the depth of field of your domestic Dreamspoon™
HXZZ2100 using the methods detailed in the installation guide, there are various
options for how you secure its wireless capability.
Please note that the wireless capability of your Dreamspoon™ HXZZ2100 is
entirely the responsibility of the owner, and Ambisonics Inc. cannot be held liable
in any way for extended transmission of your subconscious, unconscious, nonconscious or extra-conscious thoughts and images, and any subsequent
embarrassment or legal proceedings which may subsequently occur (including
infringement of copyright.)
Here is a chart to help you judge what security settings you might use.
Desired reach
Family
Family
General internet use
Flats and apartments
Community /
neighbourhood
Oil Rigs / Prisons
Student
Student
Student
Student
Faith organisation

Filter method*
None
Medium
Medium
None
Medium

Suggested setting
“Thermidor”
“Puppy Dog”
“Caligula”
“Boombastic”
“Serenity”

High / High risk
None
Low
Medium
High risk
Standard / medium

“Syntax”
“Armadillo”
“Distant Drums”
“Excelsior”
“Ferrari”
“Tamarind”

*Using Ambisonic filter plug-ins, optional (not available in Republic of Ireland.)

